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(54) SEALING DEVICE

(57) The objective of the present invention is to pro-
vide a sealing device that is capable of effectively pre-
venting the infiltration of muddy water or dust from the
outside, even when used for a long time in a limited space
in a shaft seal part of agricultural machinery, industrial
machinery, or the like, which are exposed to a severe
external (atmosphere-side) environment such as muddy
water. Therefore, provided is a sealing device compris-
ing: a sealing member for sealing a gap between a hous-
ing and a rotary shaft which extends through the housing;
a sleeve member; and a protective ring. A flange part of
the sleeve member is constructed so as to form a first
dust lip, which is formed with a rubber elastic material
and makes elastic contact with the inner circumferential
surface of a tubular bent part, a second dust lip, which
is formed with a rubber elastic material and makes elastic
contact with the inner side surface of the protective ring,
and multiple ring-shaped protrusions, which are formed
with a rubber elastic material and are provided on the
opposing surface of the flange part so as to be capable
of making contact with the tip of the tubular bent part.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a sealing de-
vice which is used in a shaft seal part of a farm machine
or a construction machinery exposed to a severe external
(atmospheric side) environment, for example, muddy wa-
ter, prevents the muddy water or dust from intruding from
an external portion, and prevents an internal sealed ma-
terial from leaking.

Description of the Conventional Art

[0002] Conventionally, as this kind of sealing device,
a structure shown in Fig. 5 has been known (patent doc-
ument 1).
[0003] In other words, in a sealing device sealing a gap
between a housing 100, and a rotary shaft 200 which
extends through the housing 100, the sealing device is
constructed by a seal member 300 which is retained to
the housing 100 side, a sleeve member 400 which is
retained to the rotary shaft 200 side and is made of a
metal material, and a discoid protection ring 500 which
is retained to the seal member 300 side.
[0004] Further, the sleeve member 400 is provided with
an inner cylinder portion 41 which is fitted to an outer
peripheral surface of the rotary shaft 200, and a collar
portion 42 which extends to an outer side in a diametrical
direction from one end in an axial direction of the inner
cylinder portion 41.
[0005] Further, the seal member 300 is constructed by
a reinforcing ring 31 having a tubular portion 311 which
is fitted to the housing 100 side, an inner collar-like portion
312 which extends to an inner side in a diametrical di-
rection from one end in an axial direction of the tubular
portion 311, and an outer collar-like portion 313 which
extends to an outer side in the diametrical direction from
the other end in the axial direction of the tubular portion
311, and made of a metal material, a radial lip portion 32
which is integrally formed in the inner collar-like portion
312, is made of a rubber-like elastic material and comes
into contact in a sealing manner with an outer peripheral
surface of the inner cylinder portion 41, and an end face
lip portion 34 which comes into elastic contact with the
collar portion 42.
[0006] Further, the protection ring 500 is structured
such that an outer end portion 51 in a diametrical direction
of the protection ring is caulked and fixed by an end por-
tion 3131 in a diametrical direction of the outer collar-like
portion 313, and an inner end portion 52 in the diametrical
direction forms a tubular folded portion 521 which ex-
tends toward the collar portion 42.
[0007] Further, in the collar portion 42 of the sleeve
member 400, there are formed a first dust lip 421 which
comes into elastic contact with an inner peripheral sur-

face of the tubular folded portion 521 and is made of a
rubber-like elastic material, a second dust lip 422 which
comes into elastic contact with an inner side surface 53
of the protection ring 5 and is made of a rubber-like elastic
material, and one annular projection 423 which comes
into contact with a leading end portion 522 of the tubular
folded portion 521, is provided in a surface of the collar
portion 42 and is made of a rubber-like elastic material.
[0008] According to the structure mentioned above,
the sealing device is structured such as to prevent the
muddy water or the dust from intruding from the external
portion.
[0009] However, in the shaft seal part of the farm ma-
chine or the construction machinery, displacement is un-
avoidably generated in a radial direction and a thrust di-
rection structurally.
[0010] Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 6, the contact be-
tween the leading end portion 522 of the tubular folded
portion 521 and one annular projection 423 is easily dis-
engaged. As a result, a sealing performance is deterio-
rated.

Prior Art Document

Patent Document

[0011] Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined
Patent Publication No. 2007-224948

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Problem to be Solved by the Invention

[0012] Accordingly, the present invention is made by
taking the conditions mentioned above into considera-
tion, and an object of the present invention is to provide
a sealing device which can effectively prevent muddy
water or dust from intruding from an external portion,
even in the case that the sealing device is used for a long
time period in a shaft seal part of a farm machine or a
construction machinery which is exposed to a severe (at-
mospheric side) external environment, for example, the
muddy water, in a limited space.

Means for Solving the Problem

[0013] In order to achieve the object mentioned above,
according to the present invention, there is provided a
sealing device sealing a gap between a housing, and a
rotary shaft which extends through the housing, the seal-
ing device comprising:

a seal member which is retained to the housing side;
a sleeve member which is retained to the rotary shaft
side and is made of a metal material; and
a discoid protection ring which is retained to the seal
member side,
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wherein the sleeve member is provided with an inner
cylinder portion which is fitted to an outer peripheral sur-
face of the rotary shaft, and a collar portion which extends
to an outer side in a diametrical direction from one end
in an axial direction of the inner cylinder portion,
wherein the seal member is constructed by a reinforcing
ring comprising a tubular portion which is fitted to the
housing side, an inner collar-like portion which extends
to an inner side in a diametrical direction from one end
in an axial direction of the tubular portion, and an outer
collar-like portion which extends to an outer side in the
diametrical direction from the other end in the axial di-
rection of the tubular portion, and made of a metal ma-
terial, a radial lip portion which is integrally formed in the
inner collar-like portion, is made of a rubber-like elastic
material and comes into contact in a sealing manner with
an outer peripheral surface of the inner cylinder portion,
and an end face lip portion which comes into elastic con-
tact with the collar portion,
wherein the protection ring is structured such that an out-
er end portion in a diametrical direction is caulked and
fixed by an end portion in a diametrical direction of the
outer collar-like portion, and an inner end portion in a
diametrical direction forms a tubular folded portion which
extends toward the collar portion, and
wherein the collar portion of the sleeve member forms a
first dust lip which comes into elastic contact with an inner
peripheral surface of the tubular folded portion and is
made of a rubber-like elastic material, a second dust lip
which comes into elastic contact with an inner side sur-
face of the protection ring and is made of a rubber-like
elastic material, and a plurality of annular projections
which are faced to a leading end portion of the tubular
folded portion in a contactable manner, are provided in
a surface of the collar portion and are made of a rubber-
like elastic material.

Effect of the Invention

[0014] The present invention achieves effects which
are described below.
[0015] According to the sealing device of the invention
described in claim 1, it is possible to effectively prevent
the muddy water or the dust from intruding from the ex-
ternal portion, even in the case that the sealing device is
used for a long time period in the shaft seal part of the
farm machine or the construction machinery which is ex-
posed in the severe external (atmospheric side) environ-
ment, for example, the muddy water, in the limited space.
[0016] Further, according to the sealing device of the
invention described in claim 2, since a plurality of annular
projections are always in contact, it is possible to effec-
tively prevent the muddy water or the dust from intruding
from the external portion in a more secure manner.
[0017] Further, according to the sealing device of the
invention described in claim 3, since the annular projec-
tions serve as a bumper for receiving and supporting the
protection ring even in the case that the displacement is

unavoidably generated in the radial direction and the
thrust direction, it is possible to keep a positional rela-
tionship of the seal member and the protection ring in
relation to the sleeve member at a right position, and
suppress reduction of a lip fastening margin and gener-
ation of a gap. Therefore, it is possible to effectively pre-
vent leakage from an inner portion, and effectively pre-
vent the muddy water or the dust from intruding from an
external portion.

BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a cross sectional view of a sealing device
according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a partly enlarged view of Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a view showing the other embodiment ac-
cording to the present invention in the same manner
as Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is a view showing further the other embodiment
according to the present invention in the same man-
ner as Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 is a cross sectional view of a sealing device
according to a prior art; and
Fig. 6 is a partly enlarged view showing a state in
which the sealing device shown in Fig. 5 has prob-
lems.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0019]

1 housing
2 shaft
3 seal member
4 sleeve member
5 protection ring
31 reinforcing ring
32 radial lip portion
34 end face lip portion
41 inner cylinder portion
42 collar portion
52 diametrical inner end portion
311 tubular portion
312 inner collar-like portion
313 outer collar-like portion
421 first dust lip
422 second dust lip
423 annular projection
521 tubular folded portion
522 leading end portion
523 flange portion

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0020] A description will be given below of a best mode
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for carrying out the present invention.
[0021] A sealing device according to the present in-
vention is a sealing device which seals a gap between a
housing 1, and a rotary shaft 2 extending through the
housing 1, and is constructed by a seal member 3 which
is retained to the housing 1 side, a sleeve member 4
which is retained to the rotary shaft 2 side and is made
of a metal material, and a discoid protection ring 5 which
is retained to the seal member 3 side, as shown in Figs.
1 and 2.
[0022] The sleeve member 4 is provided with an inner
cylinder portion 41 which is fitted to an outer peripheral
surface of the rotary shaft 2, and a collar portion 42 which
extends to an outer side in a diametrical direction from
one end in an axial direction of the inner cylinder portion
41.
[0023] Further, the seal member 3 is constructed by a
reinforcing ring 31 having a tubular portion 311 which is
fitted to the housing 1 side, an inner collar-like portion
312 which extends to an inner side in a diametrical di-
rection from one end in an axial direction of the tubular
portion 311, and an outer collar-like portion 313 which
extends to an outer side in the diametrical direction from
the other end in the axial direction of the tubular portion
311, and made of a metal material, a radial lip portion 32
which is integrally formed in the inner collar-like portion
312, is made of a rubber-like elastic material and comes
into contact in a sealing manner with an outer peripheral
surface of the inner cylinder portion 41, and an end face
lip portion 34 which comes into elastic contact with the
collar portion 42.
[0024] Further, the protection ring 5 is structured such
that an outer end portion 51 in a diametrical direction is
caulked and fixed by an end portion 3131 in a diametrical
direction of the outer collar-like portion 313, and an inner
end portion 52 in a diametrical direction forms a tubular
folded portion 521 which extends toward the collar por-
tion 42, and the collar portion 42 of the sleeve member
4 forms a first dust lip 421 which comes into elastic con-
tact with an inner peripheral surface of the tubular folded
portion 521 and is made of a rubber-like elastic material,
a second dust lip 422 which comes into elastic contact
with an inner side surface 43 of the protection ring 5 and
is made of a rubber-like elastic material, and a plurality
of annular projections 423 which are faced to a leading
end portion 522 of the tubular folded portion 521 in a
contactable manner, are provided in a surface of the col-
lar portion 42 and are made of a rubber-like elastic ma-
terial.
[0025] According to the structure mentioned above, it
is possible to effectively prevent the muddy water or the
dust from intruding from the external portion, even in the
case that the sealing device is used for a long time period
in the shaft seal part of the farm machine or the construc-
tion machinery which is exposed in the severe external
(atmospheric side) environment, for example, the muddy
water, in the limited space.
[0026] Further, a plurality of annular projections 423

provided in the surface of the collar portion 42 and made
of the rubber-like elastic material are formed as the saw-
tooth like projections having sharp leading ends, howev-
er, may be formed as annular projections 423 each hav-
ing a circular-arc shaped cross section.
[0027] According to the circular-arc shaped annular
projections 423 mentioned above, it is possible to
smoothly move the contact area between the annular
projections 423 and the leading end portion 522 even in
the case that any displacement is unavoidably generated
in a radial direction and a thrust direction.
[0028] A description will be given of the other embod-
iment according to the present invention with reference
to Fig. 4.
[0029] A different point from the previously described
embodiment exists in a point that the tubular folded por-
tion forms a flange portion 523 which extends toward an
outer side in the diametrical direction along the collar
portion 42 from the leading end portion 522, and the
flange portion 523 comes into elastic contact with a plu-
rality of annular projections 423.
[0030] According to the structure mentioned above,
since a plurality of annular projections 423 always come
into contact with the flange portion 523, the annular pro-
jections 423 serve as a bumper which bears the protec-
tion ring 5, even in the case that the displacement is un-
avoidably generated in the radial direction and the thrust
direction. Therefore, since it is possible to keep a posi-
tional relationship of the seal member 3 and the protec-
tion ring 5 in relation to the sleeve member 4 at a right
position, and suppress reduction of a lip fastening margin
and generation of a gap, it is possible to effectively pre-
vent leakage from an inner portion, and effectively pre-
vent the muddy water or the dust from intruding from the
external portion.
[0031] As mentioned above, since the leading end por-
tion 522 is structured such as to always come into contact
with at least one of the annular projections 423 even in
the case that any displacement exists in the radial direc-
tion and the thrust direction, it is possible to effectively
prevent the muddy water or the dust from intruding from
the external portion.
[0032] Therefore, in the embodiment shown in Figs. 1
and 2, a distance between a plurality of annular projec-
tions 423 is designed to be smaller than a width in the
diametrical direction of the leading end portion 522.
[0033] Further, it goes without saying that the prevent
invention is not limited to the best mode for carrying out
the invention mentioned above, but can employ the other
various structures which do not deflect from the scope
of the present invention.

Industrial Applicability

[0034] The present invention is preferably used for the
sealing device sealing the shaft seal part of a tiller or the
construction machinery, which is used under the severe
condition, for example, the muddy water, in its atmos-
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pheric side.

Claims

1. A sealing device sealing a gap between a housing
(1), and a rotary shaft (2) which extends through said
housing, the sealing device comprising:

a seal member (3) which is retained to said hous-
ing (1) side;
a sleeve member (4) which is retained to said
rotary shaft (2) side and is made of a metal ma-
terial; and
a discoid protection ring (5) which is retained to
said seal member (3) side,
wherein said sleeve member (4) is provided with
an inner cylinder portion (41) which is fitted to
an outer peripheral surface of said rotary shaft
(2), and a collar portion (42) which extends to
an outer side in a diametrical direction from one
end in an axial direction of said inner cylinder
portion (41),
wherein said seal member (3) is constructed by
a reinforcing ring (31) comprising a tubular por-
tion (311) which is fitted to said housing (1) side,
an inner collar-like portion (312) which extends
to an inner side in a diametrical direction from
one end in an axial direction of said tubular por-
tion (311), and an outer collar-like portion (313)
which extends to an outer side in the diametrical
direction from the other end in the axial direction
of said tubular portion (311), and made of a metal
material, a radial lip portion (32) which is inte-
grally formed in said inner collar-like portion
(312), is made of a rubber-like elastic material
and comes into contact in a sealing manner with
an outer peripheral surface of said inner cylinder
portion (41), and an end face lip portion (34)
which comes into elastic contact with said collar
portion (42),
wherein said protection ring (5) is structured
such that an outer end portion (51) in a diamet-
rical direction is caulked and fixed by an end
portion (3131) in a diametrical direction of said
outer collar-like portion (313), and an inner end
portion (52) in a diametrical direction forms a
tubular folded portion (521) which extends to-
ward said collar portion (42), and
wherein said collar portion (42) of said sleeve
member (4) forms a first dust lip (421) which
comes into elastic contact with an inner periph-
eral surface of said tubular folded portion (521)
and is made of a rubber-like elastic material, a
second dust lip (422) which comes into elastic
contact with an inner side surface (53) of said
protection ring (5) and is made of a rubber-like
elastic material, and a plurality of annular pro-

jections (423) which are faced to a leading end
portion (522) of said tubular folded portion (521)
in a contactable manner, are provided in a sur-
face of said collar portion (42) and are made of
a rubber-like elastic material.

2. The sealing device according to claim 1, wherein
said tubular folded portion (521) forms a flange por-
tion (523) which extends toward an outer side in the
diametrical direction along said collar portion (42)
from said leading end portion (522), and said flange
portion (523) comes into elastic contact with said plu-
rality of annular projections (423).

3. The sealing device according to claim 1, wherein
said leading end potion (522) always comes into con-
tact with at least one of said annular projections
(423).
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